We present simplified models for the galactic center γ-ray excess where Dirac dark matter annihilates into pairs or triplets of on-shell bosonic mediators to the Standard Model. These annihilation modes allow the dark matter mass to be heavier than those of conventional effective theories for the γ-ray excess. Because the annihilation rate is set by the dark mattermediator coupling, the Standard Model coupling can be made parametrically small to 'hide' the dark sector by suppressing direct detection and collider signals. We explore the viability of these models as a thermal relic and on the role of the mediators for controlling the γ-ray spectral shape. We comment on ultraviolet completions for these simplified models and novel options for Standard Model final states.
Introduction
The particle nature of dark matter (dm) remains one of the outstanding open questions in high energy physics. Experimental probes of the dynamics that connect the dark sector and the Standard Model (sm) fall into three complimentary classes shown schematically in Fig. 1 See [1] for a status report.
Recent analyses of the fermi Space Telescope data find an excess of 1-10 gev γ-rays from the center of the galaxy. In fact, a similar excess seems to extend away from the center to high galactic latitudes [2] [3] [4] . This may be indicative of dark matter annihilating into sm final states which later shower to produce the observed excess photon spectrum [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ; see [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] for recent models. While an early estimate argued that an alternate interpretation based on unidentified millisecond pulsars is unlikely [25] , [13] and [26] recently demonstrated the consistency of this hypothesis with the γ-ray excess. Indeed, it may be difficult to distinguish these two possibilities since the extrapolated millisecond pulsar (msp) profile is very similar to standard dm profiles [27] . For the remainder of this paper we assume the excess is generated by dm annihilation. The latest analyses prefer a 40 gev dark matter candidate that annihilates into bb pairs 1 with a thermally averaged cross section σv bb ≈ O(few) × 10 −26 cm 3 /s [13, 14] . Further, because σv bb is close to the value required to be a thermal relic from standard freeze-out, it is implausible that such a relic could produce such a γ-ray signal without having an s-wave annihilation mode. Combined with constraints from direct detection and collider experiments, this signal motivates a more detailed study of the physics encoded in the shaded regions of Fig. 1 .
From Effective Theories to Simplified Models
A simple parameterization of the sm-dm interaction is to treat the shaded blobs as effective contact interactions between dark matter particles (χ) and sm states. For example, the coupling of fermionic dm to a quark q is parameterized through nonrenormalizable operators L ⊃ 1 Λ 2 (χO χ χ) (qO) , (1.1) where, for example, O χ ⊗ O q = γ µ ⊗ γ µ corresponds to an interaction mediated by a heavy vector mediator that has been integrated out. The coefficient Λ −2 can be calculated for specific dm models and allow one to apply bounds from different types of experiments in a model-independent way. This technique has been applied, for example, for collider , indirect detection [42, [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] and direct detection [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] bounds on dark matter. The choice of pairwise dark matter interactions assumes the existence of a symmetry that also stabilizes the dm particle against decay while the pairwise sm interactions are assumed to be the leading order gauge-invariant operators. This need not be the case as has been demonstrated for annihilation [70] and direct detection [71] . In these cases, the structure in (1.1) fails to capture the physics of the mediator fields which couple to both the dark and visible (sm) sectors: the effective contact interaction description breaks down when the mediators do not decouple. The limitations of the contact interaction bounds were pointed out in [35] and highlighted in [72] [73] [74] [75] .
This motivates a shift in the lingua franca used to compare experimental results to models: rather than contact interactions, light (nondecoupled) mediators suggest using 'simplified models' that include the renormalizable dynamics of the mediator fields [76] . This approach has been applied to colliders [73] [74] [75] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] and astrophysical bounds where the physics of the mediator has been explored in dm self-interactions [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] . 1 Annihilation of 10 gev dm into ττ is also plausible fit, see [18, 19, 22, [28] [29] [30] for recent models. [31] found that a universal coupling to charged leptons may be favored after bremsstrahlung and inverse Compton scattering effects are included. In this paper we focus on the case where the γ-ray excess is generated by bb pairs; we comment on more general final states in Section 6.1 and Appendix A.
Name
Operator Constraint D2 (χγ 5 χ) (qq) Edge of eft validity from monojet bounds D4 (χγ 5 χ) (qγ 5 q) Edge of eft validity from monojet bounds D5 (χγ µ χ) (qγ µ q) Spin independent direct detection D6
(χγ µ γ 5 χ) (qγ µ q) Related to D5, D8 in chiral basis D7
(χγ µ χ) (qγ µ γ 5 q) Related to D5, D8 in chiral basis D8
(χγ µ γ 5 χ) (qγ µ γ 5 q) Spin dependent direct detection D9 (χσ µν χ) (qσ µν q) Nontrivial spin-2 uv completion D10
(χσ µν γ 5 χ) (qσ µν q) Nontrivial spin-2 uv completion D12 (χγ 5 χ) G µν G µν
Monojet bounds D14
(χγ 5 χ) G µν G µν Monojet bounds Table 1 : Contact operators between Dirac dm and quarks or gluons [36] that support s-wave annihilation and the constraint for the galactic center. See [108] for a recent technical analysis.
The γ-ray Excess Suggests Light Mediators
When the galactic center signal is combined with complementary bounds from direct detection and colliders, one is generically led to the limit where the contact interaction description (1.1) breaks down and a simplified model description is necessary. By 'generic' we mean no parameter tuning or additional model building is invoked. The tension is summarized in Table 1 , where we list the Dirac fermion dark matter contact interactions that satisfy the requirement of s-wave annihilation
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. Because each effective operator simultaneously encodes the various dm-sm interactions in Fig. 1 , requiring a coupling large enough to produce the γ-ray excess automatically generates signals that are constrained by null results at direct detection [109, 110] and monojet [111] experiments. These rule out operators D5, D8, D12, and D14 in Table 1 . The operators D2 and D4 are at the edge of the validity of the effective theory [73] [74] [75] . We ignore the D9 and D10 operators since they cannot be uv completed by a renormalizable theory. Finally, the D6 and D7 operators are related to D5 and D8 by the chiral structure of the Standard Model. The fermionic SU(2) L ×U(1) Y eigenstates are chiral so that gauge invariant interactions are naturally written in a chiral basisqO q P L,R q where P L,R = 1 2 (1∓γ 5 ). Thus one generically expects that in the absence of tuning 3 , the presence of vector or axial couplings implies the existence of the other.
It is thus difficult to account for the γ-ray excess in the 'heavy mediator' limit where these contact interactions are valid. A more technical analysis of the contact interaction description was recently performed in [56, 108, 112] and includes the case of scalar dark matter. The γ-ray excess thus generically implies a dark sector with mediators that do not decouple and hence is more accurately described in a simplified model framework. Recent comprehensive studies of simplified models for the γ-ray excess have dark matter annihilating through off-shell mediators (s-and t-channel diagrams) [113, 114] ; see [115, 116] for an earlier model.
Majorana dark matter relaxes these bounds by forcing some of these operators to vanish identically.
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It is worth noting that such a 'coincidental' cancellation occurs in the Z coupling to charged leptons which is dominantly axial due to sin 2 θ W ≈ 1/4. 
Annihilation to On-shell Mediators
In this paper we focus on a different region in the space of simplified models where mediators are light enough that they can be produced on-shell in dark matter annihilation, henceforth referred to as the on-shell mediator scenario. This annihilation mode is largely independent of the mediator's coupling to the sm so long the latter is nonzero. Lower limits on the sm coupling-that is, upper limits on the mediator lifetimes-are negligible since the mediator may propagate astrophysical distances before decaying to the bb pairs that subsequently yield the γ-ray excess. The sm coupling can be parametrically small which suppresses the off-shell s-channel annihilation mode as well as the direct detection and collider signals. This is shown in Fig. 2 . Because on-shell annihilation into mediators requires at least two final states
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, the resulting annihilation produces at least four b quarks, as shown in Fig. 2a . This, in turn, requires a heavier dark matter mass in order to eject ≈ 40 gev b quarks from each annihilation to fit the γ-ray excess. This avoids the conventional wisdom that this excess requires 10 -40 gev dark matter. In the limit on-shell annihilation dominates, the total excess γ-ray flux is fit by a single parameter, the mediator coupling to dark matter. Once fit, this parameter determines whether the dm may be a thermal relic. We remark that the spectrum is slightly boosted by the on-shell mediator; we address this below and explore possibilities where the mediator mass can be used as a handle to change the spectral features.
The on-shell mediator limit thus separates the physics of mediators sm and dm couplings. The former can be made parametrically small to hide dm from direct detection and collider experiments, while the latter can be used to independently fit indirect detection signals such as the galactic center γ-ray excess. Observe that these simplified models modify the standard picture of complementary dm searches for contact interactions shown schematically in Fig. 2 . Annihilation now occurs through multiple mediator particles and is independent of the mediator coupling to the sm. Direct detection proceeds as usual through single mediator exchange between dm and sm. Collider bounds, on the other hand, need not depend on the dm coupling at all and can focus on detecting the mediator rather than the dark matter missing energy.
In this paper we explore the phenomenology of on-shell mediator simplified models for the galactic center. This paper is organized as follows. In the following two sections we present the 4 One may also consider semi-annihilation processes χ 1 χ 2 → χ 3 (mediator) [117] . See [118] on-shell simplified models that generate the γ-ray excess and determine the range of dark sector parameters. We then assess in Section 4 the extent to which the on-shell mediators must be parametrically hidden from direct detection and colliders. In Section 5 we discuss the viability of this scenario for thermal relics. We comment on the lessons for uv models of dark matter in Section 6. Appendix A briefly describes plausible variants for generating γ-ray spectra with more diverse sm final states.
2 On-Shell Simplified Models Fig. 3 schematically represents the class of simplified models that we consider. We assume the existence of a single sm neutral spin-0 or spin-1 mediator which couples to Dirac fermion dm with coupling λ dm and bb pairs with coupling λ dm . Majorana fermions do not differ qualitatively in this regime. We focus on the case where mediators couple to the Dirac dm fermion with coupling λ dm and to bb pairs with coupling λ sm .
Parity Versus Chirality
Before describing the mediator interactions, we remark on the utility of the parity and chirality bases for four-component fermion interactions. In the parity basis, one uses explicit factors of the γ 5 matrix to parameterize
interactions. This basis is most suited for nonrelativistic interactions. Equivalently, in the chirality basis, one inserts chiral projection operators P L,R = 1 2
(1 ∓ γ 5 ) into fermion bilinears. This is the natural description of sm gauge invariants. The spin-0 fermion bilinears arē
where we have written the Dirac spinor in terms of two-component left-handed Weyl spinors Ψ = (ψ, χ † )
T , see e.g. [119] . Similarly, the spin-1 bilinears arē
3)
The γ 5 appears as a phase in the spin-0 coupling and a relative sign in the spin-1 couplings of opposite chirality fermions.
The phenomenology of the γ-ray excess suggests the use of both descriptions. dm annihilation and direct detection occur nonrelativistically so the choice of a scalar (vector) versus a pseudoscalar (axial) can dramatically affect the rate for these processes. It is thus useful to parameterize these Interaction [120] .
in the language of (2.1), whether or not the dm interactions are chiral. On the other hand, electroweak gauge invariance mandates chiral interactions for the mediator's sm coupling. We are thus led to consider a hybrid description where the mediator's interaction with the sm is naturally described by a chiral coupling while the interaction with dm is most usefully described by a coupling of definite parity. The chiral description of the sm breaks down for direct detection; however, since chiral interactions generically include both the 1 and γ 5 terms, we focus on bounds from the parity-even interaction that yields stronger bounds. Dark matter searches at colliders probe relativistic energies without polarization information and are thus typically independent of parity. In this document we refer to the 'spin-0' or 'pseudoscalar' mediator to mean the spin-0 field which has a pseudoscalar interaction with the Dirac dm without assuming a particular parity-basis interaction to the sm.
Mediators Versus s-wave Annihilation
The parity basis for dark matter interactions clarifies the types of interactions that can yield swave annihilation for the γ-ray excess. In Table 2 we show annihilation modes to up to three spin-0 or spin-1 mediators for the interactions in (2.1). On-shell kinematics require at least two final states so that the leading annihilation modes in the on-shell mediator limit are two spin-1 particles (of either parity) or three pseudoscalars. The off-shell diagrams represent the s-channel simplified models in [113, 114] .
Also shown in Table 2 are the approximate masses for the on-shell mediator scenarios. In order to eject 40 gev b quarks from each annihilation, the two (three) body final states require that the dm mass is approximately m χ = 80 (120) gev. Observe that this mechanism allows one to circumvent the conventional wisdom that the galactic center signal requires dm lighter than typical electroweak scale states.
Note that these masses are back-of-the-envelope estimates that do not account for the boost in the b spectrum from the mediator momentum or the spread in mediator energies for the 3-body final state. Further, we assume only couplings to b. This is a reasonable estimate and does not violate flavor bounds for spin-0 mediators since it follows approximately from minimal flavor violation (mfv) [121] [122] [123] [124] . On the other hand, spin-1 mediators generically couple democratically to all three generations in the mfv ansatz, as can be seen when comparing (2.2) and (2.3). Finally, one should also account for the effect of the off-shell, s-channel annihilation modes for finite coupling to the sm, λ sm . We account for these in Sec. 3 where we perform a fit to the γ-ray excess.
The amplitudes for annihilation to two spin-1 mediators via the vector and axial interactions are identical so in this case the choice of parity versus chirality basis is irrelevant. Of the spin-0 mediators, however, only pseudoscalars generate s-wave annihilation. If the dark sector is described by a chiral theory, one generically expects both parities to be present. However, since the scalar is p-wave, it is suppressed by v 2 ∼ 10
and may be ignored for annihilation. On the other hand, this dramatically affects the direct detection rate, as discussed in Sec. 4.2.
Requirements for On-Shell Mediators
On-shell mediator models must satisfy the following conditions for the dark sector spectrum,
and the following requirements on the mediator couplings,
These are interpreted as follows:
(a) Nonrelativistic dm annihilation has enough energy to produce on-shell mediators.
(b) The mediator may decay into b quarks to produce the spectrum of the γ-ray excess.
(c) The additional coupling(s) in the on-shell diagrams do not suppress the amplitude nor are they so large that they are nonperturbative, λ 2 dm < 4π. (d) Parametrically suppress the off-shell, s-channel mediator diagrams in annihilation and simultaneously ameliorate limits from direct detection and colliders.
We now elucidate the conditions (2.4c-2.4d) more carefully by determining the coupling scaling of the on-shell versus off-shell annihilations. For a spin-1 mediator, the on-shell annihilation mode goes through two on-shell mediators which subsequently decay into bb pairs. The key observation is that unlike the case of an off-shell s-channel mediator, the annihilation to on-shell mediators is largely independent of the coupling to the sm, λ sm . We thus focus on the limit where the on-shell mode dominates over the off-shell s-channel diagram,
Note that this condition is trivial if the mediator has axial couplings since the s-channel diagram is p-wave. As discussed above, in a uv model that avoids flavor bounds, a spin-1 mediator is likely to couple democratically to other sm fermion generations. The annihilation rate relevant to the galactic center γ-ray excess would be multiplied by the branching ratio to bb pairs, Br(V → bb). If one insists that the γ-ray excess is generated exclusively by the decay of b quarks, then the branching ratio is an additional O(10 −1 ) factor that must be compensated by λ dm . More dangerously, one must also account for the γ-ray pollution from annihilations yielding light quarks. We address the effect of this pollution on the fit to the γ-ray spectrum in Sec. 6.1.
For a pseudoscalar mediator the analogous limit is
We have also inserted an explicit factor of √ 4π for the additional phase space suppression in the cross section of a three-versus two-body final state.
Both (2.5) and (2.6) impose the limit λ sm 1 to suppress the s-channel off-shell mediator with λ dm fixed (for given masses) to give the correct galactic center photon yield. The magnitude of ' ' is addressed in Sec. 4. The limit of a very small coupling to the Standard Model is further motivated by the dearth of observational evidence for dark matter interactions at colliders and direct detection experiments. This limit also occurs naturally in models of dark photon kinetic mixing or compositeness. In our scenario, parametrically suppressing this coupling increases the lifetime of the mediator. This has little phenomenological consequence given the astronomical distance scales associated with the galactic center.
Estimates for the γ-ray Excess
Before doing a fit to the γ-ray excess, we establish a back-of-the-envelope benchmark using the dm masses in Table 2 and neglecting the mediator spectrum and boost. This gives a reasonable estimate while also highlighting the parametric behavior of the fit. The contact interaction fits to the galactic center γ-ray excess suggest annihilation to a pair of b quarks with a thermally averaged cross section [13] ,
Note that [14] found a slightly smaller cross section, 1.5 × 10 −26 cm 3 /s due to a slightly tighter dm halo (larger γ parameter in the generalized nfw profile [125] [126] [127] ). The photon spectrum from this annihilation is
where (b, ) are Galactic coordinates, ρ is the dm profile, and r gal is the distance from the galactic center along the line of sight (los).
In on-shell mediator models, the dm annihilates into 2 (3) mediators which each decay into pairs of b quarks. In order that each of these final state b quarks to carry 40 gev, the dm mass must be approximately 80 (120) gev as stated in Table 2 . This reduces the dm number density by 4 (9) in order to maintain the observed mass density; this is manifested in the m of (2.8) . This is factor is partially compensated by the multiplicity of bb pairs in the final state increases the total secondary photon flux by a factor of 2 (3). Together, these effects require that the annihilation cross section is a factor of ≈ 2 (3) times larger than χχ → bb cross section (2.7),
where σv bb is the contact interaction value (2.7). Because σv bb is already determined to be close to the thermal relic, one may worry if the additional factor in (2.9) violates the feasibility of a thermal relic. We address this in Sec. 5. Considering the range of kinematically allowed mediator masses and accounting for the powers of λ dm in the spin-0 and spin-1 cases, (2.9) gives the estimate
These couplings indeed agree with the estimate (2.4c) while remaining perturbative, λ 2 dm < 4π. The scale of the spin-1 coupling implies a slight suppression on the left-hand side of (2.5) which must be compensated by a stronger upper bound on λ sm . We show below that direct detection also constraints λ sm strongly for the spin-1 mediator.
The γ-Ray Excess from On-Shell Mediators
Having established the intuition developed in Sec. 2.4, we examine the photon spectrum predicted from the on-shell mediator scenario and fit to the observed γ-ray excess.
Mediator Spectra
In 2-to-2 scattering, the final state energies is completely determined by kinematics. This is the case for χχ → bb from effective contact interactions or simplified models with single off-shell mediators; the monochromatic spectrum of final state b quarks yield, upon showering, a spectrum of photons which fits the observed γ-ray excess well. In the case of annihilation to on-shell mediators, however, the b quark spectrum is no longer monochromatic, as shown in Figure 4 . For spin-1 mediators, it is well known that the final states of a χχ → V V → 4b cascade has box-like energy spectrum over the kinematically allowed range; see, for example, [128, 129] . The V spectrum is monochromatic in the lab frame and the bb spectrum is monochromatic in the V rest frame. The b energies in the lab frame depend on the angle of the bb axis relative to the direction of the V boost. Isotropy of the V boost washes out the angular dependence and gives a flat b spectrum over the kinematically allowed region. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4(a) . The box becomes more sharply peaked as m V → m χ = 40 gev. The case of annihilation into three spin-0 mediators is more complicated since the mediators have a nontrivial energy spectrum and it is no longer simple to derive the b spectrum from kinematics alone. Monte Carlo energy spectra for χχ → 3ϕ and the subsequent decay in to 6b are shown in Fig. 4 (b,c) using MadGraph 5 [130] .
Generating γ-Ray Spectra
γ-ray spectra for our simplified models are generated using PPPC 4 DM ID (henceforth pppc) [131] [132] [133] , a Mathematica [134] package that generates indirect detection spectra based on data extracted from pythia 8 [135] . Presently, pppc only generates signals for dm annihilation into pairs of sm particles. In order to include the effects of the on-shell mediators, one must account for the boost by convolving the pppc photon spectrum dN γ (E b )/dE γ with a distribution of b energies E b which may be taken as a box for the case of two on-shell mediators or interpolated from Monte Carlo simulations such as Fig. 4(c) .
For on-shell annihilation into spin-0 and spin-1 mediators, the shape of the photon spectrum is completely determined by the masses of the dm particle m χ and the mediator m ϕ,V while the overall normalization is fit to the necessary cross section by fixing λ dm , as estimated in (2.10 -2.11). The effect of the mediator mass is fairly modest, as demonstrated in the E 2 γ dN γ /dE γ spectra in Fig. 5 . The reason for this is that the requirement that the mediator is massive enough to decay into bb pairs (2.4d) limits the extent to which the mediators are boosted. 
Fitting the γ-Ray Excess
We use the χχ → bb γ-ray excess spectrum assuming a χχ → bb template from Figure 8 of [13] . We note, however, that this is an approximation since the on-shell mediator scenario predicts a different spectral shape that, in principle, should be modeled and included in the fit for the γ-ray excess. The comparison of the best fit χχ → 2b spectrum versus the on-shell mediator spectra in Fig. 5(a) qualitatively demonstrates the degree of approximation.
Indeed, [13] showed how the spectrum of the excess (though not its existence) can depend on both the background subtraction and the choice of dm template assumed in the fit. This highlights a second caveat when building dm models for the γ-ray excess. As is standard in astrophysics literature, [13] and [14] only quote statistical errors on their fits since the systematic errors associated with fitting and subtracting background is nontrivial and intractable to quantify. Both [13] and [14] make this clear in their text. Model builders from the particle physics community, however, should be careful not to interpret these statistical uncertainties in the same way as quoted uncertainties from collider data, where both statistical and systematic errors are included. [13] demonstrated some of the systematic uncertainties by exploring the differences in the spectral fits from different background subtraction. Further still, both [13] and [14] use the fermi collaboration's 2fgl point sources and recommended diffuse emission model gal_2yearp7v6_v0. These assumptions also carry an implicit systematic uncertainty that are difficult to quantify without further input from the fermi collaboration.
That being said, one can see from the 1σ stat. error bars in Fig. 5 of [14] that even just the statistical errors on the γ-ray excess can accommodate modified spectra. Combined with the estimated systematic errors in Figure 8 of [13] and additional systematic errors from the fermi background, this suggests that more general final states beyond the standard bb and ττ should be considered for the γ-ray excess. In Appendix A we present simple explorations for the range of spectra that can be generated in the on-shell mediator scenario.
Because of the unquantified systematic error associated with these spectra, we do not parameterize the statistical significance of our fits in terms of confidence intervals. Instead, we measure the goodness of fit using the χ 2 value with an arbitrarily chosen 20% error,
(3.1) values for the extended source data and the model spectra (assuming λ dm = 1) respectively, and λ 2n dm is the overall normalization of our input spectra, where n = 2, 3 is the number of on-shell mediators produced in each annihilation. The denominator reflects the assumed 20% error: we emphasize that this is not a statement about the total error, but rather a standard candle for quantifying the goodness-of-fit. This is shown as a bar on the data in Fig. 5 .
In Figs. 6 and 7 we fit the spectral shape over the region of dm and mediator masses, m χ and m med. , estimated in Table 2 and (2.4a -2.4b). The dm coupling λ DM parameterizes the overall normalization and is fixed to minimize (3.1) for each value of m χ and m med. . The best fit values prefer a slightly lighter dm particle than the back-of-the envelope estimates in in Table 2 due to the on-shell mediator smearing the b spectrum. The fits are flexible over the range of mediator masses within the kinematically accessible region, as seen in Fig. 5(b,c) . We note that these plots assume the limit of vanishing sm coupling, λ SM → 0, so that the contribution to the γ-ray spectrum from χχ → bb via s-channel, off-shell mediators is negligible. We explore the role of finite λ SM in Sec. 4.1. We also note that the simplest models spin-1 mediators typically have universal couplings to all quark generations; we address this in Sec. 6.1 and display the modified results in Fig. 10 .
Experimental Bounds on the SM Coupling
One of the features of the on-shell mediator scenario is that the γ-ray excess annihilation mode is controlled by parameters that can be independent of the conventional experimental probes for dmsm interactions. Following the complimentarity in Fig. 2 , we examine the effect of non-negligible mediator coupling to the sm and determine the bounds on λ sm .
In contrast to effective contact interactions or models with off-shell mediators, the the on-shell mediator scenario naturally includes the limit of extremely small sm coupling so that it is always possible to parametrically 'hide' from these bounds. In principle, one may invoke the morphology of the γ-ray excess to set a lower bound on the mediator coupling. For example, if the mediator decay were too suppressed, the observed γ-ray excess would have a spatial extent larger than the galactic center. In fact, the dm interpretations in [7, 14] found that the excess has a tighter profile (γ > 1) than the standard nfw dm density profile [125] [126] [127] . This lower bound on λ sm is effectively irrelevant because of the astronomical distances associated with the galactic center. 
Indirect Detection
In Sec. 3 we assumed that the contribution of s-channel diagrams to dm annihilation is negligible following (2.5 -2.6). We can use the arbitrarily normalized goodness-of-fit measure (3.1) to assess the effect of these diagrams on the γ-ray excess fit as we parametrically increase λ sm . We assume that the mediator couplings are such that the s-channel diagram supports s-wave annihilation, otherwise the contribution is negligible due to p-wave suppression by v 2 ∼ 10 −6
. From Table 2 , we see that non-negligible s-channel contributions may come from mediators with either pseudoscalar or vector coupling to the sm. For example, V could couple axially to both dm and the sm with a large s-channel contribution for finite λ sm . On the other hand, if V couples axially to dm and vectorially to the sm, then there may be little modification to the annihilation spectrum from s-channel diagrams even for large values of λ sm .
We scan over values of λ sm that parametrically increases the relative fraction of s-channel offshell dm annihilations to on-shell annihilations to mediators 5 , allowing λ dm and the mediator mass to float to a best-fit value. The results of the fit are shown in Fig. 8 , where the best fit regions have smeared into lower dm masses compared to Fig. 6 . The s-channel contribution produces γ-ray spectrum which is a poor fit due to the larger dm mass in the on-shell mediator limit. However, because the γ-ray spectrum is smeared out relative to the b spectrum, there are intermediate masses m χ where the harder-than-usual s-channel diagram and the softer-than-usual on-shell mediator diagram average to yield good spectral fits. From the point of view of constructing dm models for the γ-ray excess, this shows that not only can the dm particle be as heavy as 80 or 120 gev, as shown in Sec. 2, but it can take on intermediate values between these values and m χ ≈ 40 gev. We further generalize this in Appendix A where we find plausible fits with m χ < 40 gev, and propose a simple mechanism to make m χ > 120 gev.
We note that in this scenario, indirect detection bounds from cosmic antiprotons can constrain λ dm . Current constraints from the Pamela are not sensitive to the rates required in our model, though Ams-02 will access this region [136, 137] 6 .
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Note from (2.5 -2.6) that the relative ratio of s-channel diagrams to on-shell mediator diagrams is determined not simply by λ sm , but a ratio of λ sm to a power of λ dm depending on the type of mediator. 6 We thank kc Kong for pointing this out. See Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 of [136] for the relevant bounds, recalling (2.9) 
Direct Detection
Unlike the other experimental options in Fig. 2 , direct detection experiments probe wimp-nucleon interactions at low transfer momentum, q 2 ∼ O(10 mev), and are accurately described in the contact interaction limit with corrections of order O(q 2 /m 2 med ) 1. The present experimental bounds on the spin-independent (si) and spin-dependent (sd) interactions in the dm mass region of interest are set by the lux [109] and xenon 100 [138] collaborations, respectively:
In Fig. 9 we apply these bounds to the contact interactions in (1.1) with the identification Λ −2 = λ sm λ dm /m 2 med. . We use the benchmark parameters in Section 2.4 with the fact that the spin-0 mediator couple only to b quarks while the spin-1 mediator couples universally to all quarks.
In addition to the conventional spin-independent (γ µ ⊗ γ µ ) and spin-dependent (γ µ γ 5 ⊗ γ µ γ 5 ) interactions, we present bounds on the axial-vector (γ µ γ 5 ⊗ γ µ ) and vector-axial (γ µ ⊗ γ µ γ 5 ) interactions for a spin-1 mediator. These are suppressed by virtue of being higher order in the transfer momentum/dm velocity; we estimate these bounds following [66] . If the spin-1 mediator couples only to b quarks, the bound on λ sm is weakened because interactions with target nucleons go through a b-quark loop that induces mixing between the mediator and the photon [114, 139] .
As discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, we only consider spin-0 mediators that couple as a pseudoscalar to dm. We do not include the γ 5 ⊗ γ 5 operator since it is so suppressed by powers of the momentum transfer that the bounds on λ sm are weaker than the perturbativity bound λ SM < √ 4π. We evaluate momentum-dependent operators at q 2 = 0.1 gev following [66] . These direct detection rates can be calculated in more detail using the nonrelativistic effective theory developed in [63, 65, 69] . Operator bounds in this formalism are presented in [140, 141] and Mathematica codes for these calculations are available in [141] and [64] .
Collider bounds
The collider bounds for this class of models falls into two types: those based on processes where the mediator couples to both the sm and dm and those that only depend on the mediator's coupling to the sm.
for our model. Note, however the large propagation uncertainties in Fig. 2 .
The first type of collider bounds are epitomized by mono-object searchers with missing energy where the dm leaves the collider. These bounds are discussed extensively in the γ-ray [off-shell, s-channel] simplified models [14, 114] . We thus only highlight the most promising proposed bound, the 'mono-b' search [50] . Because of the requirement (2.4c) of on-shell annihilation into mediators, the class of models explored in this paper typically falls in the range where the effective contact interaction description breaks down [35, [72] [73] [74] [75] . We leave a detailed simplified model study for future work, but instead translate the projected scalar-scalar (1 ⊗ 1) contact interaction bounds in [50] as a conservative estimate for the reach of this search. Over the range of dark matter masses m χ 150 gev, the projected bound from 8 tev lhc data is approximately
where M * parameterizes the scalar-scalar contact interaction,
To estimate this bound, we have matched this to λ sm λ dm s −1 (χχ) (qq), where we have taken s = 225 gev, the cut on the minimum missing energy in [50] . We have estimated that the spin-1 bound on M * is identical and used the smaller λ dm value (2.11). Note that at high energies the distinction between operators with and without a γ 5 in the parity basis is negligible. The bound (4.2) is thus fairly robust; unlike the direct detection bounds, a judicious choice of operator cannot avoid the constraints from this search.
A second class of collider bound comes from a search for the signatures of the mediator interacting only with the sm sector. The bounds from this type of search are relatively weak in the mediator mass range of interest (15 -70 gev) because of large qcd backgrounds in bump searches (dijet, 4b); see, for example, [142] . Because our only requirement is that the mediator couple to b quarks (and other quarks as mandated by mfv, for example), a prototype for the mediator is a Z that gauges baryon number U(1) B . This has been examined originally in [143, 144] where the most stringent bounds come from the hadronic width of the Z which sets a relatively weak bound
This bound becomes stronger in the neighborhood of the Υ mass, but this is already at the edge of what is kinematically allowed for decay into b pairs (2.4d). See also [145] for a review including loop-level constraints from mixing and [146] for discussion of bounds combined with anomaly constraints. Another prototype for the spin-0 mediator is a gauge-phobic, leptophobic Higgs. There exist very few bounds for such an object in the mass range of interest. A preliminary estimate for the reach of a 'Higgs' diphoton search between 50 -80 gev atlas detector with 20/fb found weaker constraints than (4.4) [147] .
Viability as a Thermal Relic
One of the appealing features of the simplest χχ → bb mode is that the required annihilation cross section (2.7) is so close to the value required for a thermal relic. Due to the scaling in (2.8), the s-wave annihilation cross section for the on-shell mediator scenario is a factor of n larger than the thermal value where n = 2, 3 is the number of mediators emitted, (2.9). This comes from a factor of n enhancement due to the number of bb final states and a factor of n 2 suppression coming from a decreased dm number density. We examine the extent to which our scenario may still furnish a standard thermal relic. Observe that this sector of the model no longer has free parameters since the γ-ray excess fixes both the dark matter mass m χ and coupling λ dm .
s-wave Cross Section
For simplicity, let us first assume that dm annihilation at freeze-out is dominated by the same diagrams that generate the galactic center γ-ray excess at the present time. We address s-channel and p-wave corrections below. where h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km/(s · Mpc). From (2.9), the annihilation cross section is σv ann. ≈ n(5 × 10 −26 cm 3 /s), where n = 2 or 3 depending on the mediator. At face value, this gives a relic abundance that is too small. One may not mitigate this by assuming another dm component since this, in turn, reduces the galactic center signal and hence requires one to increase the annihilation cross section further.
While the value of Ω χ h 2 is well measured, the precise value of the annihilation cross section σv ann. at freeze-out carries uncertainties from early universe parameters such as the number of effective degrees of freedom. On top of this, there are further uncertainties in our approximation (2.9) coming from uncertainties in astrophysical parameters. For example, the χχ → bb annihilation cross section (2.7) depends on the fit to the dark matter density profile at the center of the galaxy [153] . The analysis in [14] found a tighter density profile for which σv bb ≈ 1.5 × 10 −26 cm 3 /c. The value of σv ann. spin-1 mediators (n = 2) required for a thermal relic falls between these two estimates of σv bb . We may thus assume that it is consistent with the galactic center signal within the uncertainty of the dm morphology. In fact, when the boost from the on-shell mediator is taken into account, the best fit dm mass is slightly smaller than the assumed 80 gev in our estimate. This can push the estimated relic abundance from Ω χ h 2 = 0.10 to 0.12 so that the case of a spin-1 mediator may plausibly yield the correct thermal relic abundance. On the other hand, it is difficult for a spin-0 mediator to satisfy the observed dm relic abundance and seems to require additional mechanisms to produce Ω χ h 2 .
s-channel and p-wave Corrections
The corrections to the above estimates include s-channel χχ → bb diagrams and p-wave corrections from additional on-shell mediator diagrams. The s-channel modes are parametrically suppressed by λ 2 sm 1 in the cross section and can be ignored. Corrections from p-wave diagrams are negligible for present day annihilation in the galactic center due to a large velocity suppression. At the time of dm freeze-out, on the other hand, this velocity suppression is much weaker and one should check for p-wave corrections to the relic abundance. For spin-1 mediators there are no additional diagrams which are not suppressed relative to the χχ → V V s-wave diagram. For pseudoscalars mediators, on the other hand, the χχ → 2ϕ mode is p-wave but not parametrically suppressed by λ sm . At freeze-out these diagrams The thermal cross section for Dirac dm is a factor of 2 larger than Majorana dm [148] .
may contribute appreciably to dm annihilation,
The prefactor accounts for the additional phase space and p-wave suppression. The ratio of the dm mass to the freeze-out temperature x f = m χ /T f ≈ 20 appears when thermally averaging the annihilation cross section at freeze-out over a Maxwell-Bolztmann velocity distribution. This factor is not especially large and so one expects the pseudoscalar annihilation cross section at freeze-out to be even larger than approximated with only the s-wave piece. This further reinforces the observation that this class of mediator requires additional mechanisms to attain the observed dm relic density. See [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] [159] [160] [161] [162] [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] [169] [170] [171] [172] for a partial list of model-building tools for obtaining the correct relic abundance without the standard freeze-out mechanism.
MSPs Can Save Freeze-Out
As noted in the Introduction, [7, 8, 11, 13, 26, 173] have pointed out that an alternate source for the γ-ray excess is a population of hitherto unobserved millisecond pulsars (msps). As an estimate, a few thousand msps could generate the observed γ-ray flux [13] . A recent study of low-mass X-ray binaries (lmxb) may lend credence to this argument. It is thought that msps are old pulsars that have been spun up 'reborn' due to mass accretion from a binary companion and that lmxb are simply a different phase of the same binary system. During accretion, the system is X-ray luminous and is categorized as an lmxb. The X-ray flux drops when the accretion rate drops and the system is then observed as a msp. One can thus attempt to use the spatial distribution of the lmxb as a proxy for that of msps. [174] found that the spatial morphology of the lmxb in M31 is consistent with both the γ-ray excess and the dm interpretation-thus making it difficult to distinguish the two [27] . This, however, can be a boon for model-building within our dm framework. [7] noted that the degeneracy between the msp and dm intepretations of the excess suggests that the excess may come from a combination of the two sources. In this way one may take the dm annihilation cross section to be that which is required for a thermal relic-thus undershooting the expected γ-ray flux-and then posit that a msp population accounts for the remainder of the γ-ray excess.
Conditions for Thermal Equilibrium
In order for the thermal freeze-out calculation for χ to be valid, we must assume that the mediator is in thermal equilibrium when the dm freezes out. This imposes a lower bound on the coupling of the mediator to the sm. In principle one must solve the Boltzmann equation for the mediator, but to good approximation it is sufficient to impost H Γ(med → bb). For the range of mediators that can give the γ-ray excess, this imposes a very modest lower bound λ sm 10 −9 .
Comments on UV Completions and Model Building
Simplified models, such as those presented here, are bridges between experimental data and explicit uv models. In this section we highlight connections between our on-shell simplified models and viable uv completions.
Minimal Flavor Violation
The simplified models constructed in Section 2 couple the mediator only to b quarks to fit to the galactic center extended γ-ray source. Assuming only this coupling violates flavor symmetry and can lead to strong constraints from flavor-changing neutral currents. A standard approach to this issue in models of new physics is to impose the minimal flavor violation (mfv) ansatz where the Yukawa matrices are the only flavor spurions in the new physics sector [121] [122] [123] [124] . This prescribes a set of relative couplings to the sm fermions up to overall prefactors. We assume that the dark sector is flavor neutral, see [24, 175, 176] for models with nontrivial flavor charge.
For the pseudoscalar mediator this is a small correction as can be seen by writing out the flavor indices in the spin-0 fermion bilinears (2.2) by which the pseudoscalar couples to the quarks. MFV mandates insertions of the Yukawa matrices between couplings of right-and left-handed fermions. After rotating to mass eigenstates this yields mediator-sm interactions
where q L,R = P L,R q, the λ u,d, are overall prefactors, and Λ is a uv flavor scale. Assuming that the λ u,d, are the same order naturally sets the dominant ϕ decay mode to be bb since the tt mode is kinematically inaccessible for the range of masses we consider. The simplified model coupling to b quarks is thus identified as
The results of the simplified model above should be adjusted by including the effects of the other ϕ decay modes, though these effects are suppressed by the relative size of the other fermion masses to m b . We remark that modest to large values of λ u can lead to new signatures such as mediator emission off of a top quark at the lhc or gluon couplings through top loops. The spin-1 mediators couple fermions of the same chirality, as demonstrated in (2.3). Promoting these interactions to an mfv-compliant coupling does not introduce additional factors of the Yukawa matrices since each term is a flavor singlet. Thus, unless the uv model is specifically constructed so that the spin-1 mediator couples preferentially to b quarks, the generic expectation is the spin-1 mediators have a universal coupling to each generation, for example
and similarly for the up-type quarks, leptons, and neutrinos. Unlike the case of the pseudoscalar mediator, this can lead to dramatic modifications since the light quarks produce a softer spectrum of secondary photons relative to the b. This is demonstrated in Fig. 10 which shows that the best fit spectrum is very different from that of the case where the spin-1 mediator only couples to the b: the best fit dm mass is ≈ 45 gev rather than ≈ 75 gev.
As a caveat, we note that for fitting the γ-ray excess with either spin-0 or spin-1 mediators, it is sufficient that λ d is nonzero. Thus, in principle, one can set λ u and λ to vanish; the latter condition suppresses the leptonic signals for the mediator at colliders and skirts the most stringent constraints on bosons in the on-shell mediator mass range (2.4a -2.4b). 
Gauge symmetries
Gauge invariance also constrains uv completions of these simplified models. Because the sm fermions are chiral, the parity basis spin-0 interactions on the left-hand side of (2.2) are not SU(2) L × U(1) Y gauge invariant. The similarity of (6.1) to the Yukawa coupling gives a hint for how to make this interaction sm gauge invariant. The
where v is the Higgs vacuum expectation value. We may promote this to a gauge invariant coupling by restoring the Higgs doublet H so that (6.1) becomes
where H = iσ 2 H * , Q and L are the left-handed SU(2) doublets. uv models for the spin-1 mediators are also constrained by gauge invariance since these couplings can be assumed to be interactions of a spontaneously broken U(1) gauge symmetry. In a uv model one must be able to assign messenger charges to the sm fermions-or otherwise introduce new matter in the dark sector-to cancel all gauge anomalies with respect to the mediator gauge symmetry. The axial mediator case requires particular care since the global chiral symmetry of the sm is anomalous requiring, for example, a cancellation between the up-type and down-type quarks. See [146] for a recent analysis of anomaly constraints on the phenomenology of Z bosons in the mass range and with the type of leptophobic/gauge-phobic couplings we consider for on-shell mediators for the γ-ray excess.
Renormalizability
Finally, one may push further and argue that a true 'simplified model' should depend only on renormalizable couplings; i.e. that it should be a uv complete theory. While the spin-1 couplings automatically satisfy this, the pseudoscalar couplings (6.4) are dimension-5. We would thus like to consider renormalizable operators that generate (6.4) . Because the sm fermions are chiral, there are no renormalizable interactions with the sm singlet ϕ and the sm fermions. We thus left with interactions between the Higgs and the pseudoscalar,
where M is a dimensionful coupling. These couplings are reminiscent of the Higgs portal framework [177, 178] with the caveat that ϕ is now a mediator rather than the dm particle. At energies below m h , (6.5) generates the couplings in (6.4) with the prediction λ u = λ d = λ . This is model dependent: In a two-Higgs doublet model such as the mssm, one may have ϕ mix differently with the up-and down-type Higgses. These couplings introduce additional handles for dark sector bounds through the invisible width of the Higgs. See [179] for an explicit model for the γ-ray excess of this type.
Self-Interacting Dark Matter
The on-shell mediator scenario has nontrivial dynamics even in the limit of parametrically small coupling to the sm and may be a candidate for a model of self-interacting dark matter. However, the lower bound on the mediator mass (2.4d) is heavier than the typical scale required to address anomalies in small-scale structure [88, 91, 92, 97, 99-102, 105-107, 180, 181] . A complete study of dm self-interactions through a pseudoscalar has yet to be completed, though the first steps are presented in [89] and have indicated that resonance effects may be relevant even for m ϕ 10 gev.
Alternately, in Appendix A we address alternate final states that may match the γ-ray excess. Of particular interest is a mediator which decays into gluons-say through a loop of heavy quarkscould be made light enough to plausibly be in the regime of interesting models for self-interaction. We leave a detailed exploration for future work.
Prototypes for UV models
We briefly comment on directions in specific models that may be adapted to the on-shell mediator scenario. The mssm introduces an additional pseudoscalar state which can plausibly mix with the Higgs as in (6.5), but susy bounds tend to rule out the mass range of interest. Alternately, the singlet superfield of the nmssm may be sufficiently unconstrained to furnish the required pseudoscalar. More generally, [179] recently proposed a complete non-supersymmetric uv model with two-Higgs doublets for the γ-ray excess. A second alternate direction is to develop models with spin-1 mediators. We have shown that these typically are forced to have a constrained sm coupling if the mediator has a universal coupling to all generations, as one may generically expect for a gauged symmetry; see [182] for an explicit leptophilic model. While a Z coupling to U(1) B and parametrically small coupling to the sm is a valid scenario within the on-shell mediator framework, one may also consider options where the spin-1 mediator does not have universal coupling, for example [183] . Inspiration for such a particle is motivated by Randall-Sundrum models [184] (gauge bosons with the 4D zero mode projected out, see e.g. [185, 186] ) or their holographic duals (composite Higgs models with ρ-meson-like excitations) [187, 188] .
Exceptions
Finally, we point out several exceptions to some of the 'generic' statements we have made in this document. Table 3 : Best fit parameters assuming b-philic couplings for the spin-0 mediator and universal quark couplings for the spin-1 mediator. The upper bound for λ sm for the γ 5 ⊗ γ 5 is a conservative estimate for the 8 tev mono-b reach at the lhc (see Section 4.3); the other bounds come from direct detection. In the last column, we indicate whether consistency with a thermal relic abundance suggests a tighter dm profile (γ = 1.3) or some population of millisecond pulsars ( msp), see Section 5.
• In Sec. 1.2 we motivated the on-shell mediator scenario by exploiting how bounds on one operator 'generically' bound others. Some of these bounds are avoided when χ were a Majorana fermion since operators such asχγ µ χ ≡ 0. More generically one may also consider bosonic dark matter.
• In the mfv ansatz, we saw from the chiral structure that scalar couplings naturally follow the mass hierarchy while vector couplings tend to be universal. The latter condition is not necessary even within the mfv framework. For example, if the leading order spin-1 flavor spurion δ ij were to vanish, the next-to-leading term is y † i y j which has an even strongly hierarchical coupling to the third generation. Such a structure may be possible through models of partial compositeness [187, 188] .
• We limited our analysis to a single class of mediator at a time. In the presence of multiple mediator fields, one can find processes that violate the relation between diagram topology and partial wave. For example, χχ → ϕ 1 ϕ 2 is s-wave for distinct spin-0 particles ϕ 1,2 .
Conclusions and Outlook
We have presented a class of simplified models where dark matter annihilates into on-shell mediators which, in turn, decay into the sm with a typically suppressed width. This separates the sector of the model which can account for indirect detection signals-such as the fermi galactic center γ-ray excess-and those which are bounded by direct detection and collider experiments. We have addressed γ-ray spectrum coming from these models and have compared used the γ-ray excess to identify plausible regions of parameter space for a dm interpretation; the best fit parameters and bounds on the sm coupling are shown in Table 3 . We have addressed the key points for uv model building and, in an appendix below, highlight further directions for modifying the γ-ray spectrum with more general sm final states.
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A The Spectrum of Spectra
In the main text we have shown how the conventional 40 gev dm model for the γ-ray excess can be converted into a heavier dm model (m χ = 80, 120 gev) by taking the limit where annihilation to on-shell mediators dominates. We further showed that one can interpolate the dm masses between m χ = 40gev and 80, 120 gev by parametrically increasing the sm coupling and increasing the fraction annihilations through an off-shell mediator. In this appendix we briefly demonstrate nonstandard (i.e. beyond bb and ττ ) spectra that may also fit the γ-ray excess in the regimes m χ < 40 gev and m χ > 80, 120 gev. We use pppc as described in Sec. 3.2 and our fits are subject to the caveats described in Sec. 3.3. For simplicity and consistency when comparing to other plots in this paper, we plot the data fit to the bb template from Fig. 8 of [13] . Fig. 11 shows sample spectra that show the range of behavior when considering different final states both for off-shell s-channel processes and for those with on-shell mediators. In each of these cases, we note that by considering either admixtures of different final states or on-shell mediator annihilation into different species, one can find viable dm models for the γ-ray excess where the dm mass is less than the 40 gev value typically considered in the literature.
For example, we point out in (a) and (b) that gluons can give a reasonable fit to the spectrum. While the photon spectrum from monochromatic gluons takes a slightly different shape than that of the b-presumably part of the reason why gg final states were not proposed for the γ-ray excess fit-they are reasonably close to the data given the implicit systematic uncertainties. This fit is improved significantly if the [off-shell, s-channel] mediator is allowed to decay to both gluons or bb pairs. Shown in (b) is the fit for a mediator that decays to either gluons or bb pairs, with Br(mediator → gg) ≈ 2 Br(mediator → bb).
(A.1)
The gluon mode is especially amenable to lighter dark matter masses since the final state is massless. Couplings to a spin-0 mediator can be generated through, for example, loops of third generation quarks. Similarly, in Fig. 11(c) we show what appears to be a poor fit to 10 gev ττ pairs. This, however, is a consequence of comparing the γ-ray spectrum from ττ to the γ-ray excess fit assuming a bb 
(e) (f ) Figure 11 : (a) χχ → gg, (b) χχ → gg (67%) or bb (33%), (c) χχ → ττ , (d) χχ → ττ (85%) or bb (15%), (e) χχ → 6g, (f ) χχ → 2 × ττ (85%) or bb (15%) . Spectra for various final states, including branching ratios to different final states. 4-(6-)body final states originate from on-shell mediators with masses m V (m ϕ ) shown. For visual comparison with other plots in this work, the gray 2b line is the χχ → bb best fit spectrum and dots are the measured galactic center γ-ray excess spectrum ( gce) assuming a bb signal template from [13] . Bars demonstrate an arbitrary measure of goodness-of-fit with respect to this spectrum. Note that the γ-ray excess data depends on the template used for the dm γ-ray spectrum so these data points are mainly for comparative purposes and are not necessarily representative of the goodness-of-fit to the γ-ray excess. See Sec. 3.3 for details.
dm template. It is indeed well known that dm annihilating into 10 gev τ s fits the excess well; this should be taken as a reminder of the systematic uncertainties implicit with the γ-ray fits. It also serves to highlight that for a specific model, a proper assessment of the fit to the γ ray excess requires a full astrophysical fit to the specific annihilation mode (along the lines of [7] and [14] ) where both the model parameters and background parameters are fit simultaneously. For our purposes here, we only highlight the change in the spectrum from (c) to (d) where we introduce a 15% branching ratio of the mediator going to bb-the fit has interpolated between the two spectra and gives an intuitive handle for how to generate hybrid spectra. A similar hybrid spectrum was explored in Fig. 6 of [12] . In Fig. 11(e, f) we demonstrate the range of behavior for annihilation to on-shell mediators that each decay to either gluons or ττ /bb. Note that an on-shell vector mediator cannot decay into two gluons by the Landau-Yang theorem so that one is forced to consider either χχ → 2 × (V → ggg) or χχ → 3 × (φ → gg), each with six final state gluons. We plot the latter case in (e). In (f) we see an example of an on-shell vector mediator that decays to ττ 85% of the time and bb the remainder. This spectrum fits the γ-ray excess spectrum for a bb template with m V ≈ 12 gev.
Finally, we propose a simple extension where the dm mass can be made heavier than the region considered in the primary text. We saw that the on-shell mediator scenario raised the dm mass by having dm annihilation go into more final state primaries (b quarks). By extending the mediator sector to include additional on-shell states between the dm and sm sectors in Fig. 3 , one may force larger dark matter masses. For example, [128] explored the cascade where χχ → 2φ 1 with φ i → 2φ i+1 for the Pamela positron excess [190] . See the appendix in that paper for analytical results for the generalization of the box spectrum to a higher polynomial spectrum where the degree of the polynomial is set by the number of on-shell mediator sectors. Additionally, as we mentioned above, one may use the Landau-Yang theorem to force V 1 → 3g decays at the end of the cascade or use mediator sectors where symmetries force φ i → nφ i+1 with n > 2. We remember from our analysis in Sec. 5, however, that increasing the number of on-shell mediators per annihilation while maintaining the γ-ray excess signal also increases the annihilation cross section beyond what is expected from a simple thermal relic.
